SUMMER SAINTS POSTER
Saints’ Posters Rubric
***FULL SIZE POSTER BOARD REQUIRED***
Student
name

Hand drawn
picture of
saint:
Must fill up
1/3rd the size of
the poster with
lots of color
25 points

Quote
and
prayer or
symbol
from
saint; or
two
prayers
or two
quotes
12 points

3 main
Virtues of
saint and
specific
examples
of how
they were
lived out in
his life
24 points

Short bio
highlighting
the main points
of your saint’s
life (7
SENTENCES)
14

Effort/
Neatness/
Creativity
25

Grade

25 points -Hand drawn picture of saint: Must fill up 1/3rd the size of the poster
with lots of color. ***Under the picture you must write what was it about this
saint that caused you to choose him/her.***
12 points -Quote and prayer and/or a symbol associated with your saint; (or two
prayers or two quotes or 2 symbols) (6 points each)
24 points -3 Main Virtues of saint AND specific examples of how they were
lived out in his life. Content must be accurate and all required information must
be presented in a logical order. (8 points each) Write these in your own words!!
14 points - Short bio highlighting the main points of your saint’s life (at least 7
sentences.) No spelling, grammar, or punctuation errors in the text. Text is in the
student’s own words written legibly and straight. Must be large enough to read
from a bit of a distance. (Sentences are 2 points each.)
25 points -Poster must have a colorful border around all the edges. Poster must
be legible and straight in its presentation. (ie: no crooked writing) Poster must
be a prime example of space used properly using large media. Presentation is
neat, clean, well- organized and presented in a colorful and creative way.
Information is interesting and accurate.
Assigned: End Of School Year 2022
Due: 1st Friday Of School Year 2022 - 2023

